
GSA & DOE Seek Technologies for 
Grid-interactive Efficient Buildings
Joint Request for Information Closes On 

MONDAY, DECEMBER 2, 2019 
 

GRID-INTERACTIVE 
EFFICIENT BUILDINGS
At a minimum, responses to this RFI must 
encompass three of the following energy-
saving & demand flexibility attributes.

n Energy efficiency

 Reduce overall building energy

n Load shed

 Reduce peak demand for a short 
period of time

n Load shift

 Shift the timing of energy use to 
minimize peak demand

n Modulation of electrical load at 
the sub-seconds to seconds level

 Automatically increase or 
decrease power demand or 
reactive power

DOE’s High Impact Technology Innovation Catalyst (HIT Catalyst) program weighs changing 
market conditions against technological innovation to map out a cohesive step-by-step 
strategy that enables DOE to leverage work by others, access key partnerships, and answer 
critical scientific and market-related requirements.  buildings.energy.gov/hitcatalyst

GSA’s Proving Ground program leverages GSA’s real estate portfolio to evaluate innovative 
building technologies. The program aims to drive down operational costs in federal buildings 
and help lead market transformation through the deployment of new technologies.  
gsa.gov/gpg

n  Review and Complete the RFI by 12/02/19   www.fbo.gov   keyword “gpg” or “HIT Catalyst”

n  Attend the Webinar Thursday, 11/7, 12 pm ET  register at: meet.gsa.gov/RFI-2020/event/registration.html

n  Questions?  gpg@gsa.gov

GSA’s Proving Ground (GPG) program and DOE’s High Impact Technology Innovation 

Catalyst (HIT Catalyst) program are requesting information about building technologies 

and energy services that can cost-effectively provide building load flexibility as part of 

a Grid-interactive Efficient Building (GEB) strategy. Submissions should consider a 

structured team approach that includes a package of load flexibility measures and 

engineering services. Technologies will be considered for third-party measurement and 

verification in tenant-occupied, operational buildings. Responses to this RFI may be 

submitted by a single vendor or by a team.

Validate Real-World Performance
Participation in GPG or HIT Catalyst can increase market acceptance of your technology 

by validating real-world performance. Technology evaluations help inform public- and 

private-sector investment decisions, accelerating commercialization as well as adoption 

within the federal government and the commercial building industry. 

Visit gsa.gov/gpg for more information and to access the RFI. 


